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I love the idea of developing playing by ear and aural skill development within instrumental 

classes. I think it is a great tool for musicians in a way that it makes music easier to understand 

because you’ve taken that extra step to understand the sound structure of it. As a students I not 

receive any ear training and when I started going to college and became a music major I had a 

hard time, and still do, when people who are non-percussionist talk about their tone or when 

others are tuning. I’ve learned from others that many who are able to tune easily and 

understand aural skills usually understand music theory or are able to have a great tone when 

playing and were taught these skills at a young age. I think it is a great skill to have when 

playing any instrument but also a good skill to have for non-musicians so they can recognize 

every day happenings because of their ear training.  

I’ve learned that the voice of authority can be a strong tool to effect situations positively 

and negatively. From what i’ve witnessed is that most instructors do not take in new information. 

Instead they continuously recycle their lessons and learn the same concepts over and over, and 

every month is the same inside their classrooms. The authority takes ownership of what is being 

done inside the classroom, and sometimes it isn’t always what the students need to understand.  

My Mentor Teacher surprised me. She can be both open yet stern, loving, yet tough-love 

towards her students. It doesn’t always work but it is interesting to see how in her own 

experiences she has seen all walks of life from students. For example, there is one who was 

taken out of band by their parents because of his failing grades. My IMT was actually releived 



that he was not in her class because of how he acts out in class and doesn’t try to do well in his 

other classes. However, the student got placed back in her class after missing sectionals for a 

few weeks. The student asked if she could go over things with him during sections and the short 

answer was she said no. She taught him the reality of the situation he was in for not keeping his 

own grades up and keeping up with school. I think that was an important life lesson for him but it 

also did seem a little harsh to me that she was not willing to put in any extra effort to this one 

students. Though at the same time she is crazy busy and it would be tough to find time to help 

out a struggling student.  

For me personally, I think I am not authoritative enough but instead I act in more of a 

mentally equal in status. I want to respect the students and help in every way I can. At the age 

of 6th grade to 8th grade, these students appreciate being respected and not talked down to 

and accepted for their age and ability to understand mature concepts. However, there isn’t a 

room full of perfectly mature 6th-8th grade students and you must manage the classroom in any 

way you can or students will take advantage of that.  

My IMT always says how she has poor planning skills and that she just has to go with 

the flow most of the time. She keeps a tight ship with these students and keeps up new policies 

to keep classroom management under control. I don't always agree with how she reacts in 

class. She does a lot of ignoring students questions or feedback. I know teachers can’t answer 

everyone's question all the time, but my IMT has so much information she wants to tell the kids 

that she doesn’t stop to take questions most of the time. I wish she was a bit more organized so 

that the learning processed did not feel rushed and students felt comfortable putting in their own 

artistic expression rather than being restricted by directions.  


